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Abstract

Adversarial attacks can deceive neural networks by adding tiny perturbations
to their input data. Ensemble defenses, which are trained to minimize attack
transferability among sub-models, offer a promising research direction to improve
robustness against such attacks while maintaining a high accuracy on natural
inputs. We discover, however, that recent state-of-the-art (SOTA) adversarial attack
strategies cannot reliably evaluate ensemble defenses, sizeably overestimating their
robustness. This paper identifies the two factors that contribute to this behavior.
First, these defenses form ensembles that are notably difficult for existing gradient-
based method to attack, due to gradient obfuscation. Second, ensemble defenses
diversify sub-model gradients, presenting a challenge to defeat all sub-models
simultaneously, simply summing their contributions may counteract the overall
attack objective; yet, we observe that ensemble may still be fooled despite most
sub-models being correct. We therefore introduce MORA, a model-reweighing
attack to steer adversarial example synthesis by reweighing the importance of sub-
model gradients. MORA finds that recent ensemble defenses all exhibit varying
degrees of overestimated robustness. Comparing it against recent SOTA white-box
attacks, it can converge orders of magnitude faster while achieving higher attack
success rates across all ensemble models examined with three different ensemble
modes (i.e., ensembling by either softmax, voting or logits). In particular, most
ensemble defenses exhibit near or exactly 0% robustness against MORA with
`1 perturbation within 0.02 on CIFAR-10, and 0.01 on CIFAR-100. We make
MORA open source with reproducible results and pre-trained models; and provide
a leaderboard of ensemble defenses under various attack strategies1.

1 Introduction

Many safety-critical applications, such as autonomous robots [34], self-driving [8], search en-
gines [24], etc. are becoming increasingly powerful and reliant on deep neural networks (DNNs).
Despite the monumental success of DNNs on these applications, they are highly susceptible to
adversarial examples — an attacker can add tiny delibrate perturbations to the input data, misleading
the model into giving incorrect results [23, 9]. Such adversarial attacks could pose a significant threat
to the safety and reliability of deep learning applications.

To mitigate this threat, many defense strategies [17, 33, 4] based on adversarial training [17] have
been proposed to improve model robustness. Adversarial training, however, gains robustness at the
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(c) Robust sub-models vs. attacks.

Figure 1: (a,b) Existing attacks [17, 3, 5, 18, 16] with strong baselines are neither efficient in the
number of model forward/backward passes, nor reliable in the estimation of ensemble robustness
when compared with MORA. GAL [14] and Dverge [30] defenses are trained on CIFAR-10 with
8 sub-models. We used `1 attacks within ✏ = 0.01, “Nominal” is self-reported. (c) MORA can
successfully fool logit-based ensembles (ADP [19], GAL and Dverge) even with the majority of their
sub-models giving correct outputs (“A! B” means using A to attack B for up to 100 iterations).

expense of model accuracy on clean natural images [27]. Ensemble defenses [19, 14, 30, 31] have
thus emerged to combine multiple predictions from independent sub-models. The intuition is that an
ensemble of models can often lead to higher accuracy, while learning to stop adversarial example
transfer among sub-models may improve robustness against adversarial attacks. This approach could
potentially offer a promising research direction to improve model robustness while preserving high
accuracy on natural inputs.

Yet surprisingly, under the white-box threat model, existing state-of-the-art (SOTA) adversarial
attacks with strong performance on conventional DNN models performed poorly on ensemble
models, sizeably overestimating their robustness (Figures 1a and 1b). This also suggests, to some
extent, that ensemble defenses may rely on two potential design flaws below that cause obfuscated
gradients [1], i.e., they are either deliberately non-differentiable, or give no useful gradients, thus
inducing overestimated robustness:

(a) Gradient obfuscation via ensemble-forming strategy. They typically form ensembles by averaging
probability vectors (softmax) of sub-models, and softmax operations can easily cause gradient
obfuscation. While the model’s actual robustness is pertinent to the strategy used to form an ensemble,
this indicates that gradient-based attacks have to also leverage this effectively.

(b) Gradient diversification. Motivated by the reasoning that a majority of sub-models may need to be
fooled for successful attacks, they learn to reduce adversarial transferability among sub-models, often
via gradient diversification. This intuitively causes sub-models to counteract each other, averaging to
a small or inaccurate overall gradient. Attacking only the ensemble loss would fool most sub-models,
but the ensemble may remain still correct; conversely, it is actually possible to fool an ensemble,
despite the majority of its sub-models giving correct predictions (Figure 1c).

From the above observations, it is perceivable that the practical evaluation of ensemble robustness
cannot be solely done by treating such models holistically. To this end, this paper introduces MORA,
model-reweighing attack, to adaptively adjust the importance of sub-models in attack iterations.
Sub-models are reweighed according to their respective “ease of attack”, which is in turn evaluated
by the gradient of the difference of ensemble classification outputs w.r.t. the ones of individual
sub-models. Pushing the limits of the current SOTA in ensemble robustness evaluation, it draws
inspiration from recent effective attack tactics, e.g., momentum [7, 5], step size schedule [5, 16], loss
normalization [32], and multiple targets [5, 25]. We summarize our contributions:

• This paper presents the first extensive study on the robustness of ensemble defenses under
multiple ensemble-forming strategies.

• By reweighing the importance weights of sub-models to steer adversarial example synthesis,
we show that gradient-based attacks on ensemble defenses can often be orders of magnitude
faster, while enjoying a higher success rate.
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• Empirical results on a wide variety of different ensemble defenses show that MORA out-
performs competing attacks in both performance and convergence rate. Finally, this paper
provides extensive ablation of its components and sensitivity analyses of hyperparameters.

To our best knowledge, MORA is currently the strongest attack against a wide range of ensemble
defenses. We make MORA open source with reproducible results and pre-trained models; moreover,
we maintain a leaderboard of ensemble defenses under various attack strategies.

2 Preliminaries & Related Work

2.1 Adversarial Attacks

An adversarial example adds a small perturbation, typically bounded a small value with `p norms, to
the original image, such that the model under attack can be deceived into giving incorrect results. The
advent of adversarial attacks [23] has piqued the interest of deep learning practitioners, and revealed
security concerns of deep learning [26, 21], improved GAN training [2] transfer learning [28, 6],
and DNN interpretability [22], etc. Formally, assuming a defending classifier f : I ! RK , taking
an input image x 2 I = [0, 1]C⇥H⇥W as input, and arg max f(x) predicts the correct class label
y 2 C, then an attacker attempts to find an adversarial example x̂ in the set:

{x̂ 2 A✏,x : arg max f(x̂) 6= y}. (1)

Here, x̂ 2 A✏,x constrains the adversarial example x̂ to be within both the input space I and a
small ✏-ball of `p-distance from the original image x, or equivalently kx� x̂kp  ✏. Satisfying the
condition arg max f(x) 6= y means that f(x) fails to give the expected correct classification y. We
focus on the `1 white-box threat model commonly considered by the defenses examined in this
paper, which grants the attacker completely access to the internals of the defender, including, for
instance, its model architecture, parameters, training algorithms, etc.

One of the popular and effective white-box attacks used by many defenders to evaluate their robustness
is projected gradient descent (PGD) [17], which finds adversarial examples by maximizing the
classification loss with gradient descent:

x̂i+1 = P✏,x(x̂i + ↵i sign(rL(f(x̂i), y))), (2)

where L is typically the softmax cross-entropy (SCE) loss used to train the model, ↵i is the step size,
and we let the initial x̂0 , P✏,x(x + µ). The projection function P✏,x(v) constrains its input v to be
within the feasible region A✏,x, and finally µ ⇠ U (�✏, ✏) is a uniformly distributed noise bounded by
[�✏, ✏]. Besides PGD, C&W [3] is also a gradient-based attack which, instead of projection, indirectly
constrains the search space by regularization.

As PGD gains popularity, many defense mechanisms rely on it to evaluate their robustness. Unfortu-
nately, AutoAttack (AA) [5] finds that many of the defenses may inadvertently break PGD-based
attacks, which result in drastic overestimation of their robustness, and proposes to combine an
ensemble of diverse attacks to minimize robustness overestimation. LAFEAT [32] learns to leverage
intermediate layers of the DNN, and shows that attacking multiple layers can produce stronger
attacks, but unfortunately it cannot be applied to ensemble defenses. Adaptive Auto Attack (A3) [16]
improves attack success rates by using the gradient directions to prescribe a more effective initial
random perturbation. As defenders may design mechanisms to circumvent existing attacks, Adap-
tive attacks [25] manually tailor specific attack strategies for an extensive set of defenses. Finally,
Composite Adversarial Attacks (CAA) [18] further combine a large selection of attack methods,
and use a genetic algorithm to learn an optimal attacking sequence. In comparison, MORA is a
unified approach which uses only one attack algorithm, does not require a compute-intensive learning
procedure, and yet it still achieves fast and SOTA estimation of ensemble robustness.

2.2 Defending Against Adversarial Attacks

Defending against adversarial attacks can be defined as a saddle-point problem to minimize the
training loss on adversarial examples [17] with samples (x, y) drawn from the training set:

min✓ E(x,y)

⇥
maxx̂2A✏,x L(f(x̂), y)

⇤
, (3)
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where L is the training loss, e.g., the SCE loss. A direct optimization-based approach to approximately
solving the above problem is adversarial training [17], i.e., to train the DNN model with its own
adversarial examples. Training DNNs to be robust is, however, a challenging endeavor. First, it may be
much more compute intensive as training examples are typically generated with PGD [17], requiring
a few forward/backward passes of the DNN. Second, to avoid overfitting, it requires stopping training
early, a much larger size of the training set [4], and using improved data augmentation [20] or
generated data [10]. Thirdly, as noted by other literatures [5, 32], currently no other design choices
can rival the robustness provided by adversarial training, and notably, many defense strategies are
considered harmful to model robustness [25]. Finally, the resulting models often cannot achieve high
clean accuracy [27].

2.3 Ensemble Defenses & Ensemble-forming Strategies

Ensemble-based defense techniques may pave an alternative path to address the challenges of
adversarial robustness, as they could potentially work around the above limitations of adversarial
training. Adopting the theme of minimizing adversarial example transferability across sub-models,
each ensemble defense proposed unique solutions. ADP [19] increases the orthogonality of non-
maximal class logits among sub-models to encourage diversity. GAL [14] minimizes a gradient
alignment loss, which directly reduces the cosine-similarity between sub-models. Building on top of
this, TRS [31] further regularizes the smoothness of the loss function, as gradient orthogonality with
smoothness may further diversify sub-models. Dverge [30] instead uses the adversarial examples
of a sub-model to train another sub-model, thus lowering transferability. Ensemble defenses are
also particularly interesting, as they are the last line of defense against even the strongest existing
white-box attacks without resorting to adversarial training, showing a certain degree of robustness.

Besides the above mechanisms for training a successful ensemble defense, there exists different ways
to combine sub-model predictions. Let us assume that an ensemble defense trains M sub-models,
fm : I ! RK for m 2 [1 : M ], an ensemble fE : I ! RK thus forms a final classification result by
combining individual decisions from the sub-models, namely:

fE(x) = 1
M

P
m2[1:M ] ens(fm(x)), (4)

where ens is the ensemble-forming operator. In this paper, we investigate ens 2 {softmax, wta, id},
where the potential choices respectively denoting forming an ensemble from sub-model outputs
fm(x) by either summing predicted probabilities (evaluated with softmax), or majority votes (using
wta, the winner-take-all operator), or simply summing the logits (with id, the identity operator).
Defending ensemble methods [19, 14, 30, 31] tested in this paper all employed the softmax-based
strategy to report their robustness. Methods that are exceptions to these options exist, for instance,
ECOC [29] allows sub-models to produce binary predictions, and use error correcting codes based
on the Hamming distance to combine the predictions into classification outputs. This approach is
unfortunately not robust, and the added complexity is error-prone and may harm robustness [25].

Moreover, as the voting (wta) strategy is non-differentiable, an attacker can soften it approximately
using a softmax operation with temperature ⌧ , where we used ⌧ = 0.1 universally:

softwta⌧ (x) , softmax(x/⌧). (5)

3 The Model-Reweighing Attack (MORA)

3.1 Problem Formulation & High-Level Overview

As discussed in Section 1, existing ensemble defenses may obfuscate gradients with the ensemble-
forming mode and gradient diversification, such that the final loss of the ensemble model can no
longer provide effective signals for gradient descent. It is therefore desirable to find an alternative
L to the original SCE loss Lsce on the ensemble, such that for a given number of iterations I , the
original Lsce loss can be maximized:

maxL Lsce(x̂I , y) where x̂0 = P✏,x(x + µ),

x̂i+1 = PGD(L(fE(x̂i), f[1:M ](x̂i), y)),
(6)

and PGD(·) denotes a PGD step along the gradient of loss function L(fE(x̂i), f[1:M ](x̂i), y), which
not only takes the ensemble predictions fE(x̂i) as input, but can further utilize sub-model predictions
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f[1:M ] to guide the PGD iterations. The challenge at hand is, therefore, to find a suitable L which can
generate attacks on ensemble defenses efficiently and effectively.
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MORA

+

<latexit sha1_base64="BQ9nWZ8XWs/x/mMZM34/E9dhvnA=">AAACBnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMIi0XwYkmKoseCF4/1oyq0oWw2k3Zxswm7E7WEnrz4V7x4UMSrv8Gb/8Zt7cGvBwOP92aYmRdmUhj0vA9nYnJqema2NFeeX1hcWnZXVs9NmmsOTZ7KVF+GzIAUCpooUMJlpoEloYSL8Opw6F9cgzYiVWfYzyBIWFeJWHCGVuq4G22EWwzj4jQPd5I0AklP4AZEtydUd9BxK17VG4H+Jf6YVMgYjY773o5SniegkEtmTMv3MgwKplFwCYNyOzeQMX7FutCyVLEETFCM3hjQLatENE61LYV0pH6fKFhiTD8JbWfCsGd+e0PxP6+VY3wQFEJlOYLiX4viXFJM6TATGgkNHGXfEsa1sLdS3mOacbTJlW0I/u+X/5LzWtXfq3rHu5V6bRxHiayTTbJNfLJP6uSINEiTcHJHHsgTeXbunUfnxXn9ap1wxjNr5Aect0+sQJkz</latexit>

Sub-model Reweighing

<latexit sha1_base64="G78Mqxu2kMaLHMTIzHRnSIkpGls=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoseCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3btJht2J4VS+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJXCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSMirTjDeZkkp3Amq4FAlvokDJO6nmNA4kbweju7nfHnNthEoecZJyP6aDRESCUbRSqzcOFZp+ueJW3QXIOvFyUoEcjX75qxcqlsU8QSapMV3PTdGfUo2CST4r9TLDU8pGdMC7liY05safLq6dkQurhCRS2laCZKH+npjS2JhJHNjOmOLQrHpz8T+vm2F0609FkmbIE7ZcFGWSoCLz10koNGcoJ5ZQpoW9lbAh1ZShDahkQ/BWX14nrVrVu666D1eVei2PowhncA6X4MEN1OEeGtAEBk/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/AMfxjzY=</latexit>...

<latexit sha1_base64="Ahx7Dhz9LFEcqj+/l7A7k+DwZ1g=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT16WSyCp5IURY8FLx4r2FZIY9lsN+3SzSbsbgo15J948aCIV/+JN/+NmzYHbR1YGGbe481OkHCmtON8W5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APjzqqjiVhHZIzGP5EGBFORO0o5nm9CGRFEcBp71gclP4vSmVisXiXs8S6kd4JFjICNZGGth2P8J6HITZU/6Yea6fD+y603DmQKvELUkdSrQH9ld/GJM0okITjpXyXCfRfoalZoTTvNZPFU0wmeAR9QwVOKLKz+bJc3RmlCEKY2me0Giu/t7IcKTULArMZJFTLXuF+J/npTq89jMmklRTQRaHwpQjHaOiBjRkkhLNZ4ZgIpnJisgYS0y0KatmSnCXv7xKus2Ge9lw7i7qrWZZRxVO4BTOwYUraMEttKEDBKbwDK/wZmXWi/VufSxGK1a5cwx/YH3+ANlUk74=</latexit>

z[1]

<latexit sha1_base64="TlFbTC1HYWQEqLxwKfzQwzc6AHc=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT16WSyCp5IURY8FLx4r2FZIY9lsN+3SzSbsbgo15J948aCIV/+JN/+NmzYHbR1YGGbe481OkHCmtON8W5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APjzqqjiVhHZIzGP5EGBFORO0o5nm9CGRFEcBp71gclP4vSmVisXiXs8S6kd4JFjICNZGGth2P8J6HITZU/6YeU0/H9h1p+HMgVaJW5I6lGgP7K/+MCZpRIUmHCvluU6i/QxLzQinea2fKppgMsEj6hkqcESVn82T5+jMKEMUxtI8odFc/b2R4UipWRSYySKnWvYK8T/PS3V47WdMJKmmgiwOhSlHOkZFDWjIJCWazwzBRDKTFZExlphoU1bNlOAuf3mVdJsN97Lh3F3UW82yjiqcwCmcgwtX0IJbaEMHCEzhGV7hzcqsF+vd+liMVqxy5xj+wPr8Adrak78=</latexit>

z[2]

<latexit sha1_base64="kdkyzv73+SFSXWkVlUDanNSWCrc=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRF0WXBjRuhgn1AG8tkOmmHTiZhZlKoIX/ixoUibv0Td/6NkzYLbT0wcDjnXu6Z48ecKe0431ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+P2ipKJKEtEvFIdn2sKGeCtjTTnHZjSXHoc9rxJze535lSqVgkHvQspl6IR4IFjGBtpIFt90Osx36QPmWPae/OywZ21ak5c6BV4hakCgWaA/urP4xIElKhCcdK9Vwn1l6KpWaE06zSTxSNMZngEe0ZKnBIlZfOk2fozChDFETSPKHRXP29keJQqVnom8k8p1r2cvE/r5fo4NpLmYgTTQVZHAoSjnSE8hrQkElKNJ8ZgolkJisiYywx0aasiinBXf7yKmnXa+5lzbm/qDbqRR1lOIFTOAcXrqABt9CEFhCYwjO8wpuVWi/Wu/WxGC1Zxc4x/IH1+QMEC5Pa</latexit>

z[M ]
<latexit sha1_base64="qKM9dE5i4kfZiom15CTRt8VUg3k=">AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEV2WmKLosiOCygn1AO5ZMmmlDk8yQZIQ6DG78FTcuFHHrV7jzb8xMZ6GtBwIn59zLvff4EaNKO863VVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfs3b22CmOJSQuHLJRdHynCqCAtTTUj3UgSxH1GOv7kMvM790QqGopbPY2Ix9FI0IBipI00sA/6HOmxHyQP6V3Syz+SJ1eplw7sqlNzcsBF4hakCgo0B/ZXfxjimBOhMUNK9Vwn0l6CpKaYkbTSjxWJEJ6gEekZKhAnykvyE1J4bJQhDEJpntAwV393JIgrNeW+qcx2VPNeJv7n9WIdXHgJFVGsicCzQUHMoA5hlgccUkmwZlNDEJbU7ArxGEmEtUmtYkJw509eJO16zT2rOTen1Ua9iKMMDsEROAEuOAcNcA2aoAUweATP4BW8WU/Wi/VufcxKS1bRsw/+wPr8AWzMmAk=</latexit>

z[E]

<latexit sha1_base64="FrmlLXT2xj6iBWdi9FidMT39phI=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqswURZcFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY0jzHJFMrQ73DjQhG3fow7/8a0nYW2HggczrmXe3KihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45OWUakmtEkUV7oTYUM5k7RpmeW0k2iKRcRpOxrfzf32hGrDlHy004SGAg8lixnB1klhT2A70iKTSotZv1zxq/4CaJ0EOalAjka//NUbKJIKKi3h2Jhu4Cc2zLC2jHA6K/VSQxNMxnhIu45KLKgJs0XoGbpwygDFSrsnLVqovzcyLIyZishNzkOaVW8u/ud1UxvfhhmTSWqpJMtDccqRVWjeABowTYnlU0cw0cxlRWSENSbW9VRyJQSrX14nrVo1uK76D1eVei2vowhncA6XEMAN1OEeGtAEAk/wDK/w5k28F+/d+1iOFrx85xT+wPv8AYUPkok=</latexit>norm

<latexit sha1_base64="FrmlLXT2xj6iBWdi9FidMT39phI=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqswURZcFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY0jzHJFMrQ73DjQhG3fow7/8a0nYW2HggczrmXe3KihDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45OWUakmtEkUV7oTYUM5k7RpmeW0k2iKRcRpOxrfzf32hGrDlHy004SGAg8lixnB1klhT2A70iKTSotZv1zxq/4CaJ0EOalAjka//NUbKJIKKi3h2Jhu4Cc2zLC2jHA6K/VSQxNMxnhIu45KLKgJs0XoGbpwygDFSrsnLVqovzcyLIyZishNzkOaVW8u/ud1UxvfhhmTSWqpJMtDccqRVWjeABowTYnlU0cw0cxlRWSENSbW9VRyJQSrX14nrVo1uK76D1eVei2vowhncA6XEMAN1OEeGtAEAk/wDK/w5k28F+/d+1iOFrx85xT+wPv8AYUPkok=</latexit>norm

<latexit sha1_base64="43mBd0fQ2sVsg1j1b0fCAze/ZN8=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoseCF48VTFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74STu7nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbSS3w850kG15tbdBcg68QpSgwKtQfWrP0xYFnOFTFJjep6bYpBTjYJJPqv0M8NTyiZ0xHuWKhpzE+SLY2fkwipDEiXalkKyUH9P5DQ2ZhqHtjOmODar3lz8z+tlGN0GuVBphlyx5aIokwQTMv+cDIXmDOXUEsq0sLcSNqaaMrT5VGwI3urL66TdqHvXdffhqtZsFHGU4QzO4RI8uIEm3EMLfGAg4Ble4c1Rzovz7nwsW0tOMXMKf+B8/gDAWI6Y</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="c7eNVcLrVM8Zb7hPm3wzl895v2s=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUpih4LXjxWsB/ShrLZTtqlu0nY3Qgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBY+wabgR2EkUUhkIbAfj25nffkKleRw9mEmCvqTDiIecUWOlR49ckF6AhvbLFbfqzkFWiZeTCuRo9MtfvUHMUomRYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgdNSL9WYUDamQ+xaGlGJ2s/mB0/JmVUGJIyVrciQufp7IqNS64kMbKekZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjjZzxKUoMRWywKU0FMTGbfkwFXyIyYWEKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsRiUbgrf88ipp1areVdW9v6zUa3kcRTiBUzgHD66hDnfQgCYwkPAMr/DmKOfFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8AR8CPXg==</latexit>

1 � �

<latexit sha1_base64="YpnKzvMyhO7vLEbchbv6txUWwy8=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6iLt0MFkFBSiKKLgU3Llwo2Ac0sdxMp+3gTBJmboQS8g1u/BU3LhRx68qdf+P0sdDWAwNnzrmXe++JUikMet63MzM7N7+wuLRcWlldW99wN7dqJsk041WWyEQ3IjBciphXUaDkjVRzUJHk9ej+YuDXH7g2IolvsZ/yUEE3Fh3BAK3Ucg8CBdhjIPOr4i4ffrTKVaKhKFp5EHGEQxogZEXLLXsVbwg6TfwxKZMxrlvuV9BOWKZ4jEyCMU3fSzHMQaNgkhelIDM8BXYPXd60NAbFTZgPTyronlXatJNo+2KkQ/V3Rw7KmL6KbOVgZzPpDcT/vGaGnbMwF3GaIY/ZaFAnkxQTOsiHtoXmDGXfEmBa2F0p64EGhjbFkg3Bnzx5mtSOKv5Jxbs5Lp8fjeNYIjtkl+wTn5ySc3JJrkmVMPJInskreXOenBfn3fkYlc44455t8gfO5w/yEJ7W</latexit>

Lmora
�,⌧

Figure 2: A high-level overview of MORA. Existing attack methods focus on maximizing the Lsce

of the ensemble predictions z[E]. MORA further introduces a model-reweighing mechanism, which
takes as input sub-models predictions z[1:M], and the ensemble output z[E], forming a combined loss
Lmora

�,⌧
. MORA generates adversarial examples by maximizing the resulting loss.

MORA aims to provide a potential optimization route towards the above problem formulation.
Namely, in addition to the original output of the ensemble fE(x̂), we leverage the sub-model
predictions f[1:M ](x̂) to facilitate the optimization. By way of illustration, Figure 2 shows a high-
level overview of the model-reweighing attack, where we compliment the ensemble loss, with a
newly added sub-model reweighing loss Lmora

�,⌧
, as an auxiliary attack vector alongside the original

objective. Not only can the new loss bypass the ensemble-forming strategy to work around its
obfuscated gradients, but it further exploits information present in the individual sub-model and
ensemble predictions to steer the direction of adversarial example synthesis.

3.2 Adaptive Sub-model Importance

Before we begin, assume that z[m] , fm(x) represents the mth sub-model output, and let z[m]

t
denote

the corresponding logit of label t. We define the difference of logits (DL) [3] k[m] , z[m]
y
� z[m]

ŷ
,

which is the difference between the predictions of the ground truth z[m]
y

and the maximum of the
remaining classes z[m]

ŷ
, maxi2C/y z[m]

i
, where C/y is the set of all class labels except y. Similarly,

we let z[E] , fE(x), and z[E]

t
and k[E] be the respective variants of the ensemble prediction. It is

notable that a successful attack happens when k[E] < 0, and similarly k[m] < 0 means the mth

sub-model is producing incorrect classification.

Ensemble defenses tend to diversify sub-model gradients, for instance, ADP [19] minimizes the
cosine-similarity hr`(z[a]),r`(z[b])i among each loss function gradient pairs of sub-models `(z[a])
and `(z[b]). Their intuition is that it may lower transferability among these sub-models, such that
attacks with the overall gradient of the ensemble, i.e., r`(z[E]) = 1

M

P
m2[1:M ]r`(z[m]), are

becoming less effective in misleading all sub-models simultaneously, as individual gradients in
r`(z[m]) are encouraged to be orthogonal to each other. To this end, we propose to reweigh the
importance of sub-models, by instead considering the modified gradient:

◊�r`(z[E]) = 1
M

P
m2[1:M ] �

[m]
⌧

(z[m])r`(z[m]), (7)

where �[m]
⌧

assigns weights to important sub-models to contribute more heavily to the attack gradient.

While the adversarial examples of the ensemble could present a challenge to discover, individual
sub-models are weak defenders which can be easily defeated. Based on this property, we propose to
weigh sub-models importance with the rate of change in k[E] w.r.t. that of k[m], i.e., sub-models would
be given higher weights if attacking it would bring a significant change to the ensemble’s prediction.
Following this idea, for all ensemble-forming strategies (softmax, voting, logits), we rewrite k[E] as a
function of k[m], where the term below can become a function of k[m]:

k[E] = ens(z[m])y � ens(z[m])ŷ = ens(z[m] � z[m]
ŷ

)y � ens(z[m] � z[m]
ŷ

)ŷ

= ens(k[m], · · ·)y � ens(k[m], · · ·)ŷ , hm(k[m]).
(8)
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Algorithm 1 The MORA white-box robust evaluation for ensemble defenses.
1: function MORA_Attack(f[1:M ],x, y, �, ⌧, ⌫, ✏, I)
2: x̂0  P✏,x (x + u) , where u ⇠ U (�✏, ✏) . Random init
3: µ0  0
4: for i 2 [0 : I � 1] do
5: z[m]  fm(x̂i) for all m 2 [1 : M ] . Sub-model predictions
6: z[E]  1

M

P
m2[1:M ] ens(z[m]) . Ensemble prediction

7: k[E]  z[E]
y
� z[E]

ŷ

8: if k[E]  0 then return x̂i . Successful attack
9: gi+1  sign(rx̂i Lmora

�,⌧
(z[1:M], z[E], y)) . Sign-gradient with the MORA loss

10: ↵ ✏(1 + cos(i⇡/I)) . Cosine step-size schedule
11: µi+1  P✏,x (µi + ↵gi+1) . Iterative update
12: x̂i+1  P✏,x (x̂i + ⌫ (µi+1 � x̂i) + (1� ⌫) (x̂i � x̂i�1)) . . . . with momentum
13: end for
14: return x̂I . Give up after I iterations
15: end function

The weights are thus defined as follows:

�[m]
⌧

(z[m]) = @k
[E](k[m])
@k[m] = @

@k[m]

⇣
1
M

P
m2[1:M ]

@hm(k[m])
@k[m]

⌘
= 1

M

@hm(k[m])
@k[m] . (9)

While it is possible to compute the weights using gradient back-propagation, we can simply derive
the following closed-form solution of the weights for each of the three ensemble-forming strategies.
For wta, we use the softened version of wta as defined in (5) and can derive the weights as follows:

�[m]
⌧

(z[m]) = 1[k[m] > 0] · detach
�

1
⌧M

sŷ(1 + sy � sŷ)
�
, where s = softmax

�
z[m]/⌧

�
. (10)

Here 1[k[m] > 0] is the indicator function that equals 1 if k[m] > 0, or 0 otherwise, effectively
stopping the attack on the mth sub-model upon success, and the detach operator admits no backward
propagation to its input. In the case of using sums of sub-model softmax outputs to form an ensemble
decision, i.e., ens = softmax, it is a special case of softwta⌧ where the temperature coefficient can
be fixed at ⌧ = 1. Finally, when ens = id, i.e., forming ensembles by summing logits, �[m]

⌧
(z[m])

simply reduces to 1[k[m] > 0] for the mth sub-model.

3.3 The MORA Loss

For reference, defenses mechanisms we examine in this paper aim to find x̂ which maximizes the
SCE loss Lsce(z[E], y), to evaluate the ensemble robustness. The MORA loss improves this further
by proposing two additional modifications to the untargeted loss function used to attack ensembles:

Lmora
�,⌧

(z[1:M], z[E], y) , Lsce
Ä
� norm

ÄP
m2[1:M ] �

[m]
⌧

(z[m]) · z[m]
ä

+ (1� �) norm(z[E]), y
ä
.
(11)

First, it additionally introduces a sum of the �[m]
⌧

-weighted variant of sub-model logits, in order to
expose sub-model logits with adaptive reweighing described in Section 3.2. Second, � interpolates
the importance of the newly added auxiliary logits and the original ensemble logits. Finally, inspired
by the effective surrogate loss in [32], it further normalizes the logits by their respective DL using:

norm(z) , 1[zy � zŷ > 0] · z/detach(zy � zŷ). (12)

Finally, the targeted variant of the MORA loss simply replaces y with t where t is the intended target.

3.4 Improving the State-of-the-art

While the new Lmora
�,⌧

loss is highly effective against ensemble defenses we test in this paper, we strive
for further advances in MORA’s ability to generate faster and better adversarial examples. Inspired
by recent publications, we borrow ideas from related adversarial attack tactics, which includes
adopting a cosine step-size schedule [16], momentum [7, 5], random restarts [25] and multiple target
attacks [5, 25]. We provide the overall algorithm in Algorithm 1, which computes an adversarial
image x̂I as return, by taking as input the sub-models f[1:M ], natural image x, ground truth label y,
� to interpolate between the auxiliary logits and the original, ⌧ controls the temperature, momentum
µ = 0.75 following [32, 5], ✏ perturbation bound, and finally the maximum number of iterations I .
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Table 1: Comparing accuracies among iterative methods [17, 3], learned attacks (CAA [18]), AutoAt-
tack (AA) [5], adaptive auto attack (A3) [16], and MORA across various ensemble defense strategies
under 3 ensembling modes (softmax, voting and logits), and ✏ = 0.01. The “Complexity” row shows
the worst-case complexity in iteration counts. The “�” column shows the accuracy overestimation
from self-reported/reproduced “Nominal” values to MORAmt. Baselines with † are reproduced with
source code. All results are re-run 5 times and within ±0.05% standard deviation.

Defense
Complexity # Clean

1
Nominal

—
PGD
500

CW
500

MORA
500

A3

12k
AA
4.9k

CAA
1.8k

MORAmt

1.4k �

Softmax

ADP
3 92.88 29.12 5.98 7.72 0.59 2.12 0.98 3.34 0.34 28.78
5 93.34 25.14 7.10 8.70 0.97 3.62 2.18 4.25 0.67 24.47
8 93.48 20.20 9.22 9.59 1.70 4.84 3.94 6.04 1.32 18.88

Dverge
3 91.99 47.42 44.49 40.17 25.77 33.36 30.58 32.98 25.26 22.16
5 92.38 55.72 54.61 52.83 40.02 48.41 43.29 46.65 39.50 16.22
8 91.65 59.63 59.13 58.25 55.68 57.29 56.71 56.89 55.57 4.06

GAL
3 89.41 19.48 8.13 11.57 0.67 0.70 0.85 1.00 0.51 18.97
5 90.93 41.38 37.59 35.52 17.45 26.94 23.90 25.11 16.05 25.33
8 92.45 56.31 53.39 52.56 28.71 36.51 37.46 35.30 27.44 28.87

TRS†
3 70.02 19.71 14.01 10.87 8.11 8.72 8.46 9.75 7.60 12.11
5 69.00 23.17 15.91 15.28 12.67 13.22 13.20 13.78 12.47 10.70
8 73.01 23.64 18.02 17.59 15.90 16.22 16.51 16.73 15.64 8.00

Voting

ADP
3 91.84 41.62† 9.32 11.84 0.64 3.06 6.13 8.29 0.29 41.33
5 93.13 40.29† 12.42 12.05 1.17 6.03 10.13 0.67 0.62 39.67
8 93.28 30.10† 12.53 10.50 3.16 6.11 9.21 1.69 1.65 28.45

Dverge
3 91.72 39.05† 31.48 28.00 23.57 24.95 24.98 27.65 22.91 16.14
5 92.18 49.36† 44.28 42.28 35.06 39.15 39.20 40.85 34.46 14.90
8 91.58 56.85† 53.72 52.35 47.12 50.58 50.04 51.15 46.10 10.75

GAL
3 89.09 21.48† 5.85 7.64 0.87 0.71 0.56 0.78 0.35 21.13
5 90.77 37.32† 29.33 27.62 12.96 18.55 20.82 22.17 12.25 25.07
8 92.37 55.39† 49.56 48.02 21.66 30.35 31.39 30.93 20.16 35.23

TRS†
3 68.95 13.79 10.19 8.71 5.73 11.89 6.69 8.08 5.44 8.35
5 68.31 15.36 12.71 11.88 8.82 10.08 10.30 11.21 8.38 6.98
8 72.05 17.00 14.57 13.48 11.39 11.99 11.85 12.80 10.69 6.31

Logits

ADP
3 92.86 3.44† 0.87 2.05 0.48 0.25 0.22 0.31 0.21 3.23
5 93.48 4.57† 1.97 4.24 1.12 1.00 0.97 1.09 0.89 3.68
8 93.38 5.39† 3.57 4.77 2.13 2.20 2.05 2.11 1.93 3.46

Dverge
3 92.19 38.31† 37.99 38.60 36.89 36.94 36.96 37.07 36.84 1.47
5 92.28 50.77† 50.57 51.28 49.65 49.72 49.66 49.75 49.59 1.18
8 91.73 61.06† 60.95 61.51 60.52 60.59 60.52 60.55 60.49 0.57

GAL
3 89.50 15.47† 10.01 10.53 0.52 0.02 0.02 0.08 0.03 15.44
5 90.93 36.36† 33.97 35.14 22.24 33.43 20.24 21.66 19.40 16.96
8 92.54 56.08† 53.67 54.69 31.52 40.90 30.89 31.17 30.66 25.42

TRS†
3 69.72 13.31 13.06 13.80 12.11 12.13 12.16 12.21 12.07 1.24
5 68.90 16.89 16.65 17.34 15.88 15.86 15.90 15.95 15.82 1.07
8 72.24 19.40 19.20 19.67 18.20 18.18 18.27 18.34 18.17 1.23

4 Experimental Results

We compare MORA against SOTA attacks for a wide range of ensemble defenses under three
ensemble-forming strategies (softmax, voting, and logits). We use pre-trained ResNet-20 [12] models
from ADP [19], Dverge [30], GAL [14], and reproduced TRS [31] using the same architecture with
official source code, as pre-trained models were unavailable. Our robustness evaluation considers
the `1 white-box attacks on the CIFAR-10 test set [15], with perturbation ✏ = 0.01 unless specified.
The full comparison results can be found in Table 1; larger ✏ comparisons, and similar results on
CIFAR-100 models are in Appendix A. We provide our key observations below.
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Traditional attacks may fail to break through gradient obfuscation. We reproduce two traditional
white-box attacks, i.e., projected gradient descent (PGD) [17] and C&W [3] with 5 random restarts,
each with a maximum of 100 iterations, giving a total of 500 iterations. PGD uses a fixed step size
of ✏/4. For a fair comparison, MORA with 500 iterations sweeps � 2 {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}, with
each � up to 100 iterations. Even with a 500 iteration budget, it is clear that PGD and C&W may
substantially overestimate robustness, especially when tested under the softmax and voting ensemble-
forming options, and MORA can work around this obstacle thanks to its attacks on sub-models.

Diversified gradients can hamper even integrated attacks with large arsenals. Moreover, we
test the defenses against recent integrated attacks with SOTA baselines on robustness evaluation,
namely Adaptive Auto Attack (A3) [16], AutoAttack (AA) [5], and Composite Adversarial Attacks
(CAA) [18], which comprise large arsenals of various attack strategies. We reproduce CAA fol-
lowing [18] to search for the attack policy before evaluating the defending models. Note that its
computational complexity is thus much higher than the other attacks, but we only report its test-time
complexity. In particular, while they enjoyed much higher success rates than PGD and C&W, some
defenses render their tactics ineffective. We observe, e.g., sizeable robustness overestimation on
ADP [19] under softmax and voting, which explicitly diversifies sub-model gradients. As MORA can
dynamically re-adjust sub-model importance w.r.t. their “ease-of-attack”, it performs substantially
better with much fewer iterations. In addition to the earlier 500 iterations, the multi-targeted MORAmt

targets the remaining 9 class labels with 100 iterations for each label and � fixed at 0.5. Others also
use multi-targeted attacks along with respective tactics.

Robustness of most sub-models vs. robustness of ensemble. We find that robustness of a majority of
sub-models (fooling 3/8 for softmax and 2/8 for logits) usually do not translate to the overall robustness
of the ensemble (Figures 1c and 3a). As voting requires breaking 1/2 sub-models simultaneously
(Figure 3b), it is perceivable that using voting may give rise to a higher overall robustness. Yet
surprisingly, for most defending ensembles, voting performs worse than softmax and logits.

Ensemble-forming strategies may give a false sense of security. On one hand, softmax and voting
strategies exhibit substantially larger overestimated robustness (up to 40%) than logits. On the other
hand, in stark contrast to the proposed use of softmax from [14, 19, 30, 31], we find summing by
logits can form ensembles that are notably more robust than the other two (Figure 3c), while attackers
only needs to successfully deceive a few sub-models (referring back to Figure 1c).

Up to 60⇥ faster convergence under 500 iterations. Figure 4 compares the convergence speed of
MORA against AA losses, C&W, and PGD on defending ensembles. MORA converges substantially
faster than the other attacks, using only up to 31 steps to match AA losses with 500 iterations.

Ensemble defense mechanisms may be at odds with robustness. In Table 2, we compare respective
attacks on adversarially trained Dverge models. To our surprise, forming larger ensembles is actually
harmful to the robustness of ensemble.
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(a) Softmax.
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(b) Voting.
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Figure 3: (a, b) MORA can successfully fool ensemble-forming methods (ADP [19], GAL [14] and
Dverge [30]) even with the majority of their sub-models giving correct outputs under softmax and
logits (Figure 1c). While voting requires � 1/2 sub-models to be incorrect, it is unfortunately the
least robust option in all defenses. “A! B” means using A to attack B for up to 100 iterations. (c)
Dverge with 5 sub-models w.r.t. the ✏ bound on `1 perturbation. Contrary to existing literatures, we
find logits to be the most robust option of the three ensemble-forming strategies.
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Figure 4: (a, b, c) Comparing the convergence speed of MORA against a variant of MORA without
sub-model reweighing, C&W, PGD and AA losses (APGD-{DLR,CE}) on Dverge and GAL with
softmax. While “No reweigh” converge faster initially, it struggles to improve after 10 iterations; in
contrast, adaptive reweighing (MORA) continues to converge at a much faster rate. The horizontal and
vertical axes respectively show the iteration count used, and the percentage of unsuccessful images
remaining. We annotated the number of iterations for MORA to overtake all with 500 iterations.

Table 2: Attacking adversarially trained Dverge [30] models under the same setting as Table 1, except
we let ✏ = 0.03. Notably, forming larger ensembles can actually be detrimental to robustness.

Dverge
Complexity # Clean

1
Nominal

—
PGD
500

CW
500

MORA
500

A3

12k
AA
4.9k

CAA
1.8k

MORAmt

1.4k �

Softmax
3 83.78 45.09 44.85 44.21 42.91 42.66 42.70 42.69 42.65 2.44
5 86.09 42.57 42.40 42.51 41.05 40.74 40.85 40.84 40.75 1.79
8 86.69 40.80 40.58 40.94 39.49 39.33 39.40 39.39 39.35 1.41

Voting
3 83.67 59.13† 55.35 55.85 38.59 38.78 39.97 40.31 38.24 20.89
5 86.05 47.72† 44.32 45.18 36.19 36.42 37.29 37.89 36.01 11.71
8 86.54 38.93† 37.16 38.17 34.20 34.89 35.54 36.19 34.03 4.90

Logits
3 83.74 44.83† 44.69 44.24 42.83 42.66 42.70 42.70 42.63 2.20
5 86.03 42.47† 42.22 42.63 41.00 40.91 40.92 40.92 40.87 1.60
8 86.65 40.53† 40.33 41.14 39.53 39.43 39.50 39.47 39.43 1.09

Additional results, ablation, and sensitivity analyses. Due to the page limit, we provide full
results of relevant figures in Appendix A, note that the above key observations still hold true for all
ensemble defenses we test under different ensemble-forming strategies and ✏ perturbation bounds. In
addition, we provide extensive ablation study on the design choices we made, and sensitivity analysis
on the temperature constant ⌧ .

5 Conclusions

This paper identifies severe robustness overestimation in many ensemble defense techniques, and
further investigates problem the robustness evaluation under three ensemble-forming strategies. To
efficiently and accurately evaluate the robustness of ensembles, we introduce MORA, a new attack
technique which reweighs sub-model importance adaptively by their respective “ease-of-attack”
during attack iterations. MORA enjoys a much improved success rate and convergence rate compared
with other SOTA attacks. Moreover, we found several surprising observations related to ensemble
defenses, for instance, (1) misleading a minority of sub-models is sufficient to fool the ensemble,
(2) summing by logits is the simplest yet most robust way to form ensembles, (3) with adversarial
training, ensemble defenses may actually harm robustness, etc. We hope the above observations may
help to guide future avenue on ensemble defenses, and provide a strong attack baseline for potential
approaches. Finally, MORA is open source with reproducible results and pre-trained models; and we
continually update a leaderboard of ensemble defenses under various attack strategies.
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